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3. Prelude 
This documents contains an in depth technical walkthrough of Heimdal Corporate. The document describes the 

software units, communication, system requirements, implementation recommendation and administration 

processes.  
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4. Who is Heimdal Security 
Heimdal is a security product launched in 2011 by Denmark-based company CSIS Security Group. In early 2014, 

Heimdal Security spun off from CSIS Security Group and became a separate entity. Today Heimdal Security works with 

major corporations, public entities and banks across the world in fighting against e-Crime.  

Since its inception in 2011, Heimdal set new standards in financial malware detection by continuously following IT 

criminals’ footsteps and providing the best security solution for organizations as well as private individuals. 

Today, Heimdal Security works with major corporations, public entities and banks across the world in fighting against 

e-Crime.  
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5. What is Heimdal Corporate 
Information theft and data leakage increased by more than 50% over the last two years and continue to create new 

security challenges for corporations across continents. Heimdal protects a corporation’s private information and data 

by combining different safety measures: 

5.1. Automatic patching of 3rd party software 
More than 80% of all attacks happen by using exploits in 3rd party software. Heimdal identifies and automatically 

updates 3rd party software on any computer it is installed upon, so that cyber criminals won’t be able to take 

advantage of any vulnerability. Heimdal is designed to have low resource consumption, using as few system resources 

as possible - only 35 MB of memory - and works without interrupting the user.  

5.2. Traffic scanning - Malicious site blocking, Zero-hour protection, Data protection 
Both work-related and private Internet usage create challenges for corporations, as it becomes difficult for the 

average user to defend himself from advanced malware techniques employed by cyber criminals. Since malicious code 

can be executed even from legitimate websites, through drive-by attacks, or through phishing links, checking traffic 

for application using web technologies is a must for all company endpoints. 

Heimdal integrates a built-in traffic filtering engine, which blocks malicious websites, prevents man-in-the-browser 

attacks, detects  zero-hour exploits, protects from data or financial ex-filtration and prevents data loss or network 

infections. 

Here are some examples on how Heimdal protects a network from Software exploits and Banking Trojans. 

Figure 1 – Banking Trojans protection by Heimdal                               Figure 2 – Software exploit protection by Heimdal 

 

Heimdal blocks malicious websites by making sure that users do not establish untrusted connections. If a connection is 

made, an attacker is able to open backdoors into a PC by using zero-day exploits or by executing remote shell codes. 

Heimdal also makes sure that data is not automatically filled into online forms, belonging to fraudulent websites. 

Heimdal can shield a PC from a man-in-the-browser attack, it can hide it from an attacker’s domain or it can prevent 

malware - such as Cryptolocker - from downloading its encryption keys even if the PC has already been infected. 

Heimdal offers another layer of security that normal antivirus products cannot provide. 
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An example on how Heimdal protects users from financially exploiting malware, such as Cryptolocker, can be seen 

below. 

 

Figure 3 – Cryptolocker protection by Heimdal 

 

The Heimdal filter receives more than 800.000 new weekly updates to keep up with cyber criminals’ threats. A filter 

update is provided every 2 hours. 

The update is based on a wide range of data, such as new registered domain names, reverse engineering of advanced 

malware, monitoring of criminal network Zinkholes and data gathered during e-crime analysis. 

This insight into cybercrime enables Heimdal to block data from a PC or network from being sent to a hacker 

controlled server, therefore protecting corporate or personal data from ex-filtration. 

5.3. Detection of data stealing malware and financial malware 
In 2013 data stealing malware or data usage attacks were responsible for more than 55% of the cases where 

corporations lost valuable information. Approximately 19% of data theft malware is detected by traditional antivirus 

software. Low detection rates are caused by polymorphism, which means that malware is able to constantly change 

behavior and attack methods.  The problem of data theft is furthermore increasing, because informational theft is no 

longer happening on the PC itself, but is spreading over the entire network. 

Heimdal protects information at the point where data is being accessed, whether it is on the PC or in a web browser 

by making sure that no backdoors are opened in the process.  

Heimdal deploys an innovative protection technology against data and financial malware to keep hackers at bay. 

Employing traffic and usage algorithms, rather than relying just on signature and access detection, Heimdal offers a 

comprehensive level of protection compared to traditional antivirus products. 
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6. System Requirements 
You may install Heimdal on computers running the following operating systems: 
 

 Windows XP (32 and 64 bit) 

 Vista (32 and 64 bit) 

 Windows 7 (32 and 64 bit) 

 Windows 8 (32 and 64 bit) 

 Windows 8.1 (32 and 64 bit) 
 
Heimdal has the following system requirements: 

 Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 Full Profile 

 25 MB disk space 

 Local administrator rights during installation. 

 User rights during execution 

 Internet access 

If .NET Framework 4.0 is not already installed, Heimdal will automatically download and install it. This does not apply 

to the MSI based installation. 

6.1. PC rights 
To install, close or restart Heimdal, you must have administrative rights over that computer. 

If you have local user rights, you can still run the user interface or update the product. 

 

 

Action: Required user rights: 

Installation of Heimdal Local administrator 

Automatic update of Heimdal* Local user 

Patching 3. party software* Local user 

Traffic filtering and Malware engine Local user 

Reboot or restart of Heimdal Local administrator 

Manual starting Heimdal Local administrator 

Changing locked setting locally for Heimdal Not Possible 

* If the used group policy allows the action to be permitted locally. 

6.2. Resource usage 
Heimdal consists of one application and 2 Windows services: 

Component: Component type: 

HeimdalAgent.exe Application 

HeimdalService Service 

HeimdalSecureDNS Service 

 

In a normal state Heimdal memory usage stands between 3 and 35 MB of memory across the 3 above components. 

During short periods of the update process, the agent may use up to 85 MB of RAM memory. During software updates 

more than the required 23 MB disk space may also be used. 
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6.3. Software compliance 
Heimdal is designed to co-exist with Antivirus and Patch Management tools. This means that Heimdal can work with 

any security software on the market without causing unstable system behavior. 

If a firewall is installed on the Client, you must make sure it is not set to block traffic from and to Heimdal. 

6.4. Web based administration module 
Heimdal Corporate includes an online management tool, which can be accessed through 

https://tdg.heimdalagent.com. 

The site is compatible with all major browser versions. 

  

https://tdg.heimdalagent.com/
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7. Function description 
Heimdal Corporate consists of 3 elements; a software client, a content delivery network (CDN) and a web based 

statistics module. 

7.1. Heimdal software client  
Heimdal is installed via an installation file and can be deployed automatically in corporate environments, using 

different installation triggers. 

7.1.1. Installation Process 

Heimdal can be installed via an .EXE executable file or an MSI based installer. 

7.1.1.1. Installation via EXE file 

The newest version of the installer can always be downloaded here: 

 https://cdn.heimdalsecurity.com/Installer/latest/ 

The agent can also be installed in ”silent mode”, through a login-script or software distribution system. To install in 

“silent mode” you must use the following switches:  

HeimdalSetup.exe /S -activationkey="activation key here" 

7.1.1.2. Installation via MSI file 

It is also possible to install Heimdal via MSI. The newest version including detailed documentation can be downloaded 

below. 

https://cdn.heimdalsecurity.com/msi/HeimdalMSI.zip 

The MSI based installer is designed for usage with software distribution system and differs from the EXE based 

installer on the following points: 

1. The MSI installer does not automatically install .net 4.0 Full Profile, which is required by Heimdal. This 

package should therefore be installed on the client before the installation of Heimdal. 

2. The MSI installer does not contact our servers to validate the license key. If the key entered is not valid the 

installation will fail. 

3. The MSI installer is only updated along with major patches. After installation the client will update itself to 

the latest version as soon as possible. 

The MSI package contains the following files: 

 HeimdalSecurityAgent.msi 

 Heimdal Security Agent - MSI Documentation.PDF 

 Language files: da-DK.mst, de-DE.mst, es-ES.mst, fi-FI.mst, fr-FR.mst, nl-NL.mst, no-NO.mst, pt-PT.mst, sv-
SE.mst. 

 Executable installer: HeimdalSecurityAgentMsiInstaller.exe 
 

During an automatic installation the following command can be used: 

 SERIALKEY: The serial key to be installed. 

 RESTART_SHORTCUT: If set to 1, will add the “Restart Heimdal” shortcut to the start menu. 

 SUPPORT_SHORTCUT: If set to 1, will add the “Support” shortcut to the start menu. 

 FIRST_RUN_KEY: If set to 1, will add the “FirstRun”=”True” registry key to HKLM\Software\CSIS\Heimdal. 
 
An example of an installation string that would install Heimdal automatically and set the language to Danish is below: 

https://cdn.heimdalsecurity.com/Installer/latest/
https://cdn.heimdalsecurity.com/msi/HeimdalMSI.zip
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Msiexec -i “HeimdalSecurityAgent.msi” -passive TRANSFORMS=”da-DK.mst” SERIALKEY= ”YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY” 

RESTART_SHORTCUT=”1” FIRST_RUN_KEY=”1” 

7.1.1.3. Uninstall Process 

To uninstall Heimdal, go to the Windows Start menu, locate Control Panel and access Programs and Featuresor 

through the ”Uninstall Heimdal” option in ”Start Menu\Programs\CSIS Heimdal”. 

You can also use the following commands. 

EXE based installation 

Execution of ”uninstaller.exe” from "C:\Program Files\Heimdal\uninstaller.exe" ("C:\Program Files 

(x86)\Heimdal\uninstaller.exe" for 64 bit systems). The Uninstaller can be executed with the command ”/s” to un-

install without user interaction, as example below: 

"C:\Program Files\Heimdal\uninstaller.exe” /s  

MSI based installation 

MSI based installations can be uninstalled via the following MSI command: Msiexec -x “Heimdal client.msi” 

7.1.1.4. Heimdal combined with Authentication Proxy 

Heimdal can be used in combination with IT Security proxies or authentication proxies. 

The steps below must be followed to use Heimdal with a Proxy. 

 

 Create a specific proxy-user for Heimdal on your Proxy server, as Heimdal is not able to reuse the Kerbores 

ticket, which is connected to the logged in user. 

 Login at https://tdg.heimdalagent.com – Navigate to Heimdal and then to Group Policies. 

 If you do not already have policies defined, then click ”Create new policy”. An Active Directory group is 

necessary to bind the policy to the clients. The Group should contain all the clients behind the Proxy and 

should be used as a match. If more than one policy is being used, then the Proxy information must be 

entered into all of them. As a minimum Host, Port, Username and Password. 

 Once the steps above are completed, please contact support@heimdalsecurity.com – and state your 

Company name and contact information. Heimdal will then run a special tool (”Installer.LicensePreloader”) 

with your license key preloaded. This enables license key deployment behind the Proxy. 

 You will following receive 4 files from Heimdal Support license.lic, policy.dat, patches.dat og securedns.bloom 

 These 4 files can be distributed in your client environment in 2 ways.         

a) Files can be placed in a subfolder to the location of the installation folder containing Heimdal.msi. This 

subfolder must be named “updates”. Once the files have been placed, please follow the normal installation 

process. 

b) If Heimdal is already installed on your machines then they have to be distributed via GPO to 

%LOCALAPPDATA%\CSIS\HeimdalData\. Heimdal should not be running. 

7.1.2. Features 

The Heimdal software client can be managed locally and makes balloon tip notifications if necessary. It is possible to 

deactivate local notifications and making setting changes by using group policies. 

Heimdal contains 3 main functions: 

https://tdg.heimdalagent.com/
mailto:support@heimdalsecurity.com
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7.1.3. Patch Management 

Heimdal monitors and automatically updates a range of software applications. The patches are downloaded directly 

from the official servers and we only add special Heimdal code to install the patches silently and at the correct time. 

Heimdal will never close a running application or automatically reboot the PC after the updates have been installed. 

Applications included and monitored in the Patch Management system are selected on the following criteria: 

 One or more versions contain vulnerabilities, which are corrected in updated versions 

 Vulnerabilities pose a security risk and are therefore actively used by IT criminals 

7.1.3.1. The list of supported software is below: 

- Heimdal Security, Heimdal Client 

- Java 7 (32bit) 

- Java 7 (64bit) 

- Java 8 (32bit) 

- Java 8 (64bit) 

- Adobe Shockwave 

- Adobe Flash Plugin 

- Adobe Flash Player 

- Adobe Acrobat reader 

- Adobe Air 

- VLC Player 

- Apple Quicktime 

- Microsoft Windows Media Player 

- Microsoft MDAC 

- Google Chrome (Non-Auto patching versions) 

- Internet Explorer (Non-Auto patching versions) 

Proposed added in 2015: 

- Mozilla Firefox 

- Google Chrome  

- Mozilla Thunderbird 

- Adobe Acrobat 

- Apple Itunes 

- Spotify 

- Dropbox 

- Google Drive 

- Filezilla 

- 7-Zip 

- WinRAR 

- Youtube Downloader 

- Skype 

- Open Office 

- Ccleaner 

- Privazer 

- Foxit Reader 

- Sumatra PDF 

- Jitsi 
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- Pidgin 

- Libre Office 

- NotePad++ 

- GIMP 

- Wireshark 

7.1.3.2. Technical implementation 

Heimdal receives its information of monitored software from a signature file, which is downloaded at every 2 hours. 

The file contains update parameters for the monitored applications. 

Based on the file Heimdal scans the PC once per hour to find new applications or apply patches to existing ones. The 

list of detected software, their version and update status can be seen in the ”Software” tab from the main user 

interface as well as in the online management portal. 

If an update is available then the patching process will begin as soon as possible, when the PC is idle and is not using 

the specific software. If several software’s require patching, then these will be managed one at a time. If the agent is 

unable to patch specific software like a browser plug-in because it may be in use, Heimdal will notify the user via a 

balloon tip. 

During the update process Heimdal will download the update files from a CDN and execute it along with the 

installation instructions from Heimdal. The instructions are typically used before and after the installation process to 

minimize installation errors. This could be a code to detect error codes from the installation process and which are 

used to launch mitigation instructions.  

After the update Heimdal will clean the install library to free up space and in case a reboot is needed, this will be 

postponed awaiting the next user reboot. 

7.1.4. Traffic check – Malicious websites, zero-day exploits and data ex-filtration 

Internet traffic checking in Heimdal is based on a database and a filtering engine. It blocks websites with malicious 

content or blocks access to servers which are controlled and operated by IT Criminals. Heimdal also incorporates 

heuristic traffic checking and statistical analysis to discover new and yet unknown threats. By doing so it protects a 

corporate network or private user from opening backdoors, uploading data into the hands of hackers or from having 

data ex-filtrated from PCs or Networks. As the filter is based on a CDN it works just as quick anywhere in the world and 

it adds no delay (4 ms on average) compared to normal web browsing. 

7.1.4.1. Technical Implementation 

The feature runs as a service on the local PC and checks all DNS lookups that are made on the PC. When a lookup is 

made, Heimdal will send the DNS lookup onto the DNS Servers defined in the client DHCP settings and check whether 

any lookups made are contained in the list of malicious servers or websites. 

The list is compiled as a space optimized probabilistic data structure and only takes up 2 MB of disk space. Through 

this data structure Heimdal is able to decide if the DNS name is either: 

a) With 100% certainty not on the list of malicious sites 

b) With 98% certainty on the list of malicious sites 

If the address is not on the list of malicious servers, Heimdal will approve the request from the used DNS servers.  

If the address is with a 98% certainty on the list, Heimdal will perform an extra check towards our servers to verify 

whether the address is harmful or not. 
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a) If it does show up as harmful, the site or traffic is blocked and a notice will be displayed. 

b) If the domain address is not harmful the traffic will be allowed. 

The advantage of using a probabilistic data structure is that the speed of the service is much higher and the size of the 

database is only roughly 0,5% of the total list. 

The traffic check works for all services on the PC and on VPN. It also works on internal as well as private networks. 

7.1.5. Detection of data stealing or financial malware 

The built in detection module for advanced malware cannot be compared to traditional antivirus products, as it works 

entirely different. It should not serve as a replacement for antivirus, but as a supplement. 

7.1.5.1. Technical implementation 
Heimdal’s detection of malware is based on configuration files, computer events and Internet traffic as opposed to a 

classic antivirus product, which is based on signatures and file access. Heimdal is therefore very effective against data 

or financial malware, which rely on these approaches to penetrate computers, but is therefore not effective against 

traditional viruses. 

Heimdal also incorporates a heuristics traffic detection engine for malware combined with a detection engine based 

on statistical analysis. 

If data stealing or financial malware is detected a red smiley will be displayed in the client and on the process bar. 

Heimdal will also provide a link to a suggested removal tool, but will not attempt to remove the malware itself only 

block it from transmitting data from the system to the malicious servers. 

7.2. Web based management interface 
Heimdal Corporate includes a web based management interface featuring 3 modules. 

 A dashboard, where you can see the geographical location of clients, as well as how many are vulnerable or 

infected with malware. 

 A forensic interface, where it is possible to see and search for detailed information about each client. This 

includes computer name, username, operating system, local settings, number of malware infections and 

malicious traffic blocked by Heimdal. 

 A policy interface, where the single clients’ settings can be administered via group policy memberships. Here 

you can define update settings for certain software applications as well as users’ rights to change settings in 

Heimdal. 

All clients using the corporate license key will automatically be visible in the management interface. It is possible to 

integrate the administration module with Microsoft Active Directory or SCCM but it is not a requirement. 
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8. User interface 
Heimdal Corporate is managed through the user interface or the web management system. 

8.1. Heimdal 
The main element in the Heimdal user interface is the smiley, which can be eitherred, yellow, green or blue. 

 

A red smiley means there is data or financial malware present on the system and this requires user action or 

administrator action to solve the problem. 

  

Figure 4 – Red smiley in Heimdal 

  

A yellow smiley means there is a vulnerable application on the computer or that a third party application was unable 

to be patched. 

  

Figure 5 – Yellow smiley in Heimdal. 

  

A green smiley means that all third party applications are up to date and there is no data or financial malware on the 

computer. 
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Figure 6 – Green smiley in Heimdal 

  

The user interface consists of the follow tabs: Overview, Software, Malware, Statistics, Advanced and Modules. 

8.1.1. Overview tab 

The Overview tab represents the main window of the product. It displays an overall status of the PC with a smiley and 

a short text as well as a barometer. By clicking the smiley a PC scan can be initiated. 

 

Figure 7 – "Overview" tab in Heimdal. 

8.1.2. Software tab 

The software tab shows an overview of installed software applications monitored and updated by Heimdal. As well as 

the software name the list also shows the installed version and a status for the software.  

 A green checkmark means that the software is up to date. 

 A progress bar means that Heimdal is currently updating the software. 

 An orange warning means that the update has failed or that updates for the product are deactivated. 

Heimdal will retry patching after the PC is rebooted. 
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Figure 8 – "Software" tab in Heimdal 

8.1.3. Malware tab (Only Pro and Corporate versions) 

The Malware tab shows a list of data or financial malware detected on the PC, if any. Heimdal will not try to disable 

these, but will block their communication. Heimdal will also link to a removal tool and show the file location for the 

data or financial malware. 

 

Figure 9 –"Malware" tab in Heimdal 

8.1.4. Statistics tab 

The statistics tab shows key figures related to Heimdal’s functions and enables you to see a log of events. The 

”Advanced” tab will enable a more detailed log. The “Details” button shows the recent signatures received by 

Heimdal. 

 

Figure 10 – "Statistics" tab in Heimdal 
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8.1.5. Advanced tab 

The ”Advanced” tab gives access to a range of settings in Heimdal. All the settings here are also accessible in the 

online management window for Corporate users. 

The first settings group named ”Update” enables the option to activate/deactivate automatic updates of all 

applications. By using the “Exceptions” button you can select what software not to update. 

The second group named ”Scanning” lets you set the intervals for searching for updates as well as scanning the PC for 

data stealing or financial malware.  

The other options are to enable language settings, the ability to manually set a proxy or to “Send Trace”. “Send Trace” 

sends a detailed error report to Heimdal, which can be used for debugging errors. 

 

Figure 11 – "Advanced" tab in Heimdal 

8.1.6. Modules tab (Only Pro and Corporate versions) 

The ”Modules” tab gives you the option to activate or deactivate Heimdal’s features. All the features can also be 

managed through the online management system. 

The first group lets you activate or deactivate scanning for software updates and automatic installation of updates.  

The second group enables or disables the Built-in traffic filter. 

The last option enables you to activate or deactivate the detection of Data and Financial Malware on the PC based on 

2 functions: 

 Behavioral detection, by identification based on configuration files, events and file behavior. 

 Detection based on the analysis of blocked internet traffic through the built-in traffic scanner. 
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Figure 12 – “Modules” tab in Heimdal 

8.1.7. Contextual Menu 

By right clicking the Heimdal process line icon, the user will have the option to open Heimdal or access a help menu.  

The ”Help” menu contains 3 links: 

 “Release notes”, which opens a web page and describes the changes made from version to version. 

 ”Send feedback”, which enables the user to send diagnostic reports to Heimdal that can be used for 

debugging. 

 ”About” where you can access Support information or upgrade your Heimdal product. 

  

Figure 13 – Contextual menu  

8.2. Web based management module 
To use the web management portal in Heimdal Corporate, you need to access the web interface at 

https://tdg.heimdalsecurity.com.  

The web interface is offered only in English. 

To access the web management portal, you need to provide the required username and password, which are for 

administrator use only. Fields are case sensitive. When your Heimdal Corporate license is created, your credentials will 

be sent to you. Once you have access to the web management portal, you can add more users.

 

Figure 14 – Login page at https://tdg.heimdalsecurity.com 

https://tdg.heimdalsecurity.com/
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The Login page also contains the option ”Alternative Login”, which enables you to login via a onetime password, which 

is sent to you by SMS. 

8.2.1. Home 

After login the ”Home” page is displayed. This is where contact information for support is displayed. The 

administration interface will always be static and contains two menu lines. In the top menu you can access 

”Home”,”Account”,”Support” and ”Logout”. 

In the menu below you have the “Heimdal” option from where you can overview your Heimdal clients. 

 

Figure 15 – Front page (Home)  

8.2.2. Info 

The”Info” window is automatically displayed after clicking the ”Heimdal” option. It contains 2 groups of information: 

 A geographical overview of the clients based on their active IP-addresses. You can see the data table by 

clicking ”View client locations in table”. 

 Key figures of active clients with vulnerable software or detected malware. 

 

Figure 16 – Info page for Heimdal. 
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8.2.3. Forensics 

The ”Forensics” window shows a detailed overview of all clients in the organization. The left hand menu enables a 

search for name or IP-address or the option to see clients with vulnerabilities or an infection.  

A % can be used as wild-card in the search field. 

 

Figure 17 – Overview of the "Forensics" pane. 

By clicking a client name on the list, further information about the client becomes available. This includes a list of 

installed applications, software versions and an update status. It is also possible to see traffic blocks for the specific 

client. 

 

Figure 18 – Overview of a client in the "Forensics" window 

8.2.4. Group policies window 

The ”Group policies” window gives you the option to define group policies for the clients in the organization, as well 

as see existing group policies. 

A new group policy can be created by selecting ”Create New Policy” on the left hand menu. 
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Figure 19 – Overview of group policies in the pane "Group policies". 

Note: By default we recommend using the settings setup below, if you have purchased all Heimdal features. This will 

give you the most ideal protection and most silent environment. 

 

 

Upon creation and editing the Group policies, you have the following options: 

In the group policy’s first section you can define the group policy with the following settings: 

Field name Function 

Group name A name to define the Group . If a group name is not defined the policy will apply to all clients. 

AD Group Here you define the name of the Active Directory group that the policy should be valid for. This can 
be ”Sales”, ”Domain Computers, ”1st Floor”, ”Singapore” or similar. It is VERY important that there 
is a group with the same name in the organizations Active Directory.   

Priority If one client matches more than one group policy, then it will always use the policy with the highest 
priority.  
If a client for example is a member of “Sales”, which has a priority of 30 and the Group ”Singapore”, 
which has a priority of 50, then ”Singapore” will be used. 
If you therefore define a standard AD Group, where the AD group field is empty, then it is 
important that this has the lowest priority. 

Language Here you can define a standard language for the clients. 
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Allow agent to 
override 

If you leave this setting checked, the users on the local client will be able to change settings in 
Heimdal. 

Enable logging 
from agent 

If this setting is checked the clients will send back statistics to the web interface about software, 
malware and traffic blocks. 

 

In the Group policy’s second frame ”Update” you can define the settings for Automatic updates. The frame has the 

following settings. 

Field name Function 

Enable 
automatic 
updates 

This setting defines whether clients automatically will install updates. If checked they will. The 
Interval selector allows you to define how often clients will search for updates. 
If the parameter is not set it will use the Heimdal standard. 

Enable 
automatic 
scanning 

This checkmark defines whether the agent scans for updates automatically. If checked this function 
is enabled. The interval selector gives you the option to choose how often Heimdal scans the 
computer. If set to “not set” it will use the Heimdal standard.   

Show/Hide 
exceptions 

This link displays a list of monitored software. From the list it is possible to deselect monitoring of 
specific pieces of software. Heimdal will not monitor the applications that are selected with the 
checkmark.  

 

The ”Secure DNS” frame makes it possible to activate or deactivate the client’s built-in traffic filtering. 

In the frame ”Malware detection” it is possible to select whether or not to detect advanced financial and or data 

malware.  

 The checkmark ”Enable signature detection” defines whether the agent should search for clues of malware 

on the machine, when doing regular scanning. 

 The checkmark ”Enable detection based on network traffic” defines whether the agent searches for malware 

on the PC, based on Internet traffic from the PC. 

 

The setting groups ”Proxy” and ”Miscellaneous settings” lets you define proxy setting for the client, as well as other 

advanced setting for how the client should operate. 

Advanced settings: 

Field name Function 

Update error 
retry interval 

This setting defines how often the client will search for new updates if it is unable to reach a CDN 
server in the first try. 

Ping 
forwarding 
interval 

This setting defines how often the client will send a ”heartbeat” signal to the central management 
interface. 

Ping 
reschedule 
interval 

This setting defines with which interval Heimdal should retry to send the ”heartbeat” if the first 
send did not work. 

Enable logging 
of matcher 
information in 
the agent. 

This setting is for advanced debugging and logging.  
This setting should be deactivated as default. 
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The ”Delete” button deletes the group policy, while the ”Update” button activates it. When a group policy is activated, 

it also becomes immediately available for the clients. However, the group policy will not be downloaded and activated 

on the client until the client receives its next update. This also means that it can take up to 2 hours for all clients to 

receive the setting.  

8.2.5. User administration 

The user administration, management of passwords, creation and management of users, can be accessed through the 

”account” button, in the top right corner of the page. 

By clicking ”account” you are forwarded to the account overview page of your company. Here you can create new 

users or change settings for existing ones. 

Existing users can be edited or deleted by clicking the requested user on the user list. From this location, you can also 

change or reset the password for the user. 

 

Figure 20 – Editing account information for the logged on user 
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9. Internet communication 
Heimdal is built upon the following components: 

9.1. The Heimdal client software 
The Heimdal Corporate software client is installed on all PCs that must be updated and managed by Heimdal 

Corporate. The client performs 3 types of network communication. 

9.2. Download of signature files 
In the interval defined in the Heimdal settings, the client will contact a Heimdal CDN to look for and download new 

versions of the client’s signature file and traffic filter file. The signature file is individual for each company. The file 

contains information about automatic updates, monitored software, group policies and malware handling scenarios. 

During the download the Client will contact HeimdaI servers to find the one closest to it, based on the client’s 

geographic location. Heimdal always verifies the signature file before using it. 

 

Figure 21 – Map of Heimdal CDN edge servers. 
 

9.3. Download of updates for monitored applications 
Based on the instructions received in the signature file, as described above, Heimdal will scan the system for 

monitored applications and their current versions. If a non-updated application is detected, Heimdal will use the 

instructions in the file to update the software. These instructions will contain a relevant download link for a patch and 

a checksum to verify its validity. Installation instructions will also be downloaded. 

9.4. Traffic filtering 
The traffic filtering is based on DNS communication and complies with rfc2671 DNS standard. The following section 

describes and illustrates how the network communication is handled and checked. 
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Figure 22 – Illustration of a DNS lookup towards google.com 

9.5. Reporting 
Heimdal regularly reports information about the client status and contacts the web based Heimdal Corporate 

management interface. During that process the client uses a HTTP connection to send data to a Heimdal data 

collection point. 

9.6. Communication illustration 
The below figure illustrates the Internet communication in the Heimdal client. Black connections illustrate download 

of signature files and updates. Red lines illustrate reporting traffic. 
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Figure 23 – Illustration of the communication routes in Heimdal Corporate 


